OMBRÉ

THE ORIGINAL MODERN GLASS TILE
The gradual blending of one color hue to another with limitless possibilities.

Unlimited colors | No pixelation | Sizes from 1×1 to 12×24 | 6 mm glass

vertical/horizontal  diagonal  radial

**List price $34/SF**

No minimum order. Available in all our finishes and textures. Variation may occur from batch to batch. **Consider ordering a reasonable extra amount.**

**HOW TO ORDER**

STEP 1. Specify wall dimension (e.g. 30”W x 120”H, 60”W x 96”H, 30”W x 120”H)

STEP 2. Select tile size (e.g. 3” x 6”)

STEP 3. Select colors (Interstyle 240, Pantone, Sherwin Williams, or Benjamin Moore)

STEP 4. Select ombré style (vertical/horizontal, diagonal, or radial)

STEP 5. Interstyle will provide you with a rendering for approval


**Installation guidelines provided.**

Tiles are face-mounted with clear film in approximately 12”x12” sheets. Each sheet is labeled according to the provided graphic.

Please contact us directly for a formal quote on your project. Submit here: https://interstyleglass.com/ombre-request/

* For wet areas, please specify. Not recommended for immersion in pools.

Please visit interstyleglass.com/glasstile/ombre/ for more information.